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Abstract
Natural languages signal Information Structure (henceforth IS) multimodally, i.e., through
several meaning-making strategies or modalities, such as the verbal, the prosodic, or the
gestural. It is well-known that among these strategies, speakers make an extensive use of two
closely related modalities, namely the prosodic and gestural. In many languages prosodic
prominence and co-speech gestures are used to mark informationally relevant material in the
utterance, such as new referents or focused and contrastive constituents (see Kügler & Calhoun,
2020 for a review on prosody; and Holler & Bavelas, 2017, for a review on gesture). However,
despite the existence of a close relationship between prosody and gesture in the making of
pragmatic meaning (see for a review Hübscher & Prieto, 2019), very few studies have
contemplated both modalities together when investigating the marking of IS. Even less is
known about the developmental path leading to an adult-like use of multimodal cues for IS
marking. The majority of studies on the development of IS marking have concentrated on the
acquisition of either its morphosyntactic or its prosodic cues, disregarding the role of co-speech
gesture. Consequently, no studies to date have comprehensively assessed the joint role of
prosody and gesture on the development of IS marking (see for reviews Höhle et al., 2010;
Narasimhan & Dimroth, 2008). The present thesis will investigate children’s acquisition of
prosodic and gestural cues to signal IS in the developmental period ranging from 3 to 9 years
of age, departing from the understanding of prosody and gesture as sister modalities.
The main objective of the thesis is twofold. The first goal is to investigate children’s
developmental trajectories in the marking of IS, and specifically the use of prosodic and
gestural cues to IS in both narrative and interactive discourse. The second is to shed some light
at how children’s individual differences in their developing linguistic and cognitive capacities
relate to their prosodic and gestural marking of IS. To achieve these two objectives, three
complementary studies have been designed. The first one will assess children’s use of prosody
and gestures in marking the information status of referents in narrative speech and its
development after their 5th birthday, when children are reported to start producing more
complex and complete narratives. For this longitudinal study we will analyze the narratives
contained in Vilà-Giménez et al. (2021), which were produced by a group of 83 Catalan
children at two points in development (5-6 and 7-9 years old). Study 2 will look at children’s
dyadic speech starting at an earlier stage of language development compared to Study 1. It will
investigate the prosodic and gestural marking of three focus types (namely broad, narrow
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contrastive, and narrow corrective) in the productions of 120 Catalan preschool children aged
from 3 to 6 years old from a cross-sectional approach. To elicit data for this study, we will use
a spontaneous but controlled production task designed as an interactive game. Finally, Study 3
will assess how preschool children’s prosodic and gestural abilities for IS marking obtained in
Study 2 are correlated with their linguistic abilities (obtained through the CELF preschool test)
and cognitive abilities (obtained through the NEPSY-II test) involved in the structuring of
information in discourse.
All in all, this thesis will contribute to our understanding of how children use prosody and
gesture to structure information in the utterance during the developmental period ranging from
3 to 9 years old in both narrative and interactive discourse by studying two IS levels. At the
same time, it will allow us to trace the potential link between developing prosodic and gestural
abilities for IS marking and other developing linguistic and cognitive abilities. More generally,
the thesis will contribute to highlight the importance of considering the auditory as well as the
visual modalities in research about linguistic development.
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Resum
Les llengües naturals indiquen l'estructura de la informació de forma multimodal, i.e., a través
de diverses estratègies o modalitats com ara la verbal, la prosòdica o la gestual. Entre aquestes
estratègies, els parlants fan un ús extensiu de dues modalitats en concret que tenen una relació
estreta entre si: la prosòdica i la gestual. Típicament, la prominència prosòdica i els gestos de
la parla ocorren simultàniament amb aquelles parts de l'enunciat que comuniquen la informació
més rellevant, com són els constituents focalitzats, els constituents contrastius i les expressions
referencials que transmeten informació nova per a l'interlocutor (vegeu Kügler & Calhoun,
2020, i Holler & Bavelas, 2017 per a una revisions de la literatura). Això no obstant,
Tot i l'existència d'una relació molt estreta entre les modalitats prosòdica i gestual en la
creació de significat pragmàtic (vegeu per a una revisió Hübscher & Prieto, 2019), molt pocs
estudis les han contemplat de manera conjunta en investigar com els parlants indiquen
l’estructura informativa. Menys estudis encara han investigat com els nens adquireixen i usen
aquestes estratègies multimodals amb aquesta finalitat. A més, la major part de la recerca en
adquisició del llenguatge fins ara s'ha centrat en les modalitats verbal i prosòdica, ignorant com
s'utilitzen els gestos de la parla en la creació d'aquest tipus de significat pragmàtic (vegeu per
a revisions Höhle et al., 2010; Narasimhan & Dimroth, 2008). Conseqüentment, ens falta
informació sobre com els nens van adquirint aquestes estratègies multimodals en el procés de
desenvolupament de l’estructura informativa. Aquesta tesi doctoral pretén investigar com els
nens adquireixen el llenguatge multimodal per indicar l'estructura de la informació durant el
període que va dels 3 als 9 anys, tot partint de la idea que la prosòdia i els gestos de la parla
són modalitats interdependents.
Els objectius principals d'aquesta tesi són dos. D'una banda, pretenem avaluar l'adquisició
d'estratègies multimodals utilitzades per indicar l'estructura de la informació i establir el
període en què són adquirides mitjançant la investigació del discurs narratiu i interactiu. El
segon objectiu de la tesi consisteix a investigar com les diferències individuals en el
desenvolupament lingüístic i cognitiu dels nens es relacionen amb l'ús d'estratègies
multimodals per indicar l'estructura de la informació. Per aconseguir aquests dos objectius,
hem dissenyat tres estudis complementaris. El primer estudi analitzarà l'ús que fan els nens
d'estratègies multimodals per indicar l'estatus informatiu de les expressions referencials en el
discurs narratiu després dels cinc anys, edat en què els nens comencen a produir narratives
completes. Per això, analitzarem un corpus longitudinal (Vilà-Giménez et al., 2021) que conté
narracions produïdes per 83 nens catalanoparlants en dos punts del desenvolupament (5-6 i 7III
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9). L'estudi 2 investigarà l'ús primerenc que fan els nens d’entre 3 i 6 anys d'estratègies
multimodals per assenyalar tres tipus de focus (focus general, focus contrastiu i focus correctiu)
en el discurs interactiu. Per obtenir aquestes dades utilitzarem un joc interactiu. Adoptarem en
aquest cas una perspectiva transversal i analitzarem les produccions de tres grups de 120 nens
catalanoparlants en edats compreses entre els 3 i els 6 anys. Finalment, el tercer estudi avaluarà
si l'ús d'estratègies multimodals per indicar l'estructura de la informació està relacionat amb
habilitats lingüístiques (avaluades a través de CELF Preescolar-2) i (socio)cognitives
(avaluades a través de la NEPSY-II) necessàries per indicar l'estructura informativa de
l'enunciat.
En conclusió, aquesta tesi contribuirà a millorar el nostre coneixement sobre com els nens
utilitzen el llenguatge multimodal per tal d'estructurar la informació al enunciat tant en el
discurs narratiu com interactiu en les edats compreses entre els 3 i els 9 anys. Aquesta tesi
també ens permetrà traçar el vincle potencial entre l'ús de llenguatge multimodal per indicar
l'estructura de la informació i les habilitats lingüístiques i sociocognitives necessàries en aquest
procés. De manera més general, la tesi contribuirà a destacar la importància d’incloure
plenament l’estudi del llenguatge multimodal en la recerca sobre l’adquisició del llenguatge.
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Resumen
Las lenguas naturales indican la estructura de la información de forma multimodal, i.e., a través
de varias estrategias o modalidades como la verbal, la prosódica o la gestual. Entre estas
estrategias, los hablantes hacen un uso extensivo de dos modalidades en concreto que tienen
una estrecha relación entre si: la prosódica y la gestual. Frecuentemente, la prominencia
prosódica y los gestos del habla ocurren simultáneamente con aquellas partes del enunciado
que comunican la información más relevante, como son los constituyentes focalizados, los
constituyentes contrastivos y las expresiones referenciales que transmiten información nueva
para el interlocutor (véase Kügler & Calhoun, 2020, y Holler & Bavelas, 2017 para revisiones).
No obstante, a pesar de la existencia de una relación muy estrecha entre las modalidades
prosódica y gestual en la creación de significado pragmático (véase para una revisión Hübscher
& Prieto, 2019), muy pocos estudios las han contemplado de forma conjunta al investigar cómo
los hablantes indican la estructura informativa. Menos estudios aún han investigado cómo los
niños adquieren y usan estas estrategias multimodales con esta finalidad. La mayor parte de la
investigación en adquisición del lenguaje hasta la fecha, además, se ha centrado en las
modalidades verbal y prosódica, ignorando cómo se utilizan los gestos del habla en la creación
de este tipo de significado pragmático. En consecuencia, nos falta conocimiento acerca de
cómo los niños comienzan a indicar la estructura de la información de manera multimodal
mediante el uso conjunto de la prosodia y los gestos del habla. La presente tesis doctoral
pretende investigar cómo los niños adquieren el lenguaje multimodal para indicar la estructura
de la información durante el período que va de los 3 a los 9 años y partiendo de la idea de que
la prosodia y los gestos del habla son modalidades interdependientes.
Dos son los objetivos principales de esta tesis. Por un lado, pretendemos evaluar la
adquisición de estrategias multimodales utilizadas para indicar la estructura de la información
y establecer el período en el cual éstas son adquiridas mediante la investigación del discurso
narrativo e interactivo. El segundo objetivo de la tesis consiste en investigar cómo las
diferencias individuales en el desarrollo lingüístico y cognitivo de los niños se relacionan con
su uso de estrategias multimodales para indicar la estructura de la información. Para lograr
estos dos objetivos, hemos diseñado tres estudios complementarios. El primero de ellos
consiste en el análisis del uso que hacen los niños de estrategias multimodales para indicar el
estatus informativo de los referentes en el discurso narrativo después de los cinco años, edad
en la cual los niños comienzan a producir narrativas completas. Para ello, analizaremos un
corpus longitudinal (Vilà-Giménez et al., 2021) que contiene narraciones producidas por 83
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niños catalanohablantes en dos puntos del desarrollo (5-6 y 7-9). El estudio 2 investigará el uso
primerizo de estrategias multimodales para señalar tres tipos de foco (foco general, foco
contrastivo y foco correctivo) en el discurso interactivo de niños en una etapa más temprana.
Para la obtención de estos datos utilizaremos una tarea de elicitación espontánea pero
controlada en forma de juego interactivo. Adoptaremos en este caso una perspectiva transversal
y analizaremos las producciones de tres grupos de 120 niños catalanohablantes en edades
comprendidas entre los 3 y los 6 años. Finalmente, en el tercer estudio evaluaremos si el uso
de estrategias multimodales para indicar la estructura de la información está relacionado con
habilidades lingüísticas (evaluadas a través de CELF Preescolar-2) y (socio)cognitivas
(evaluadas a través de la NEPSY-II), habilidades necesarias para indicar la estructura
informativa del enunciado.
En conclusión, esta tesis contribuirá a entender cómo los niños utilizan el lenguaje
multimodal con el fin de estructurar la información en el enunciado tanto en el discurso
narrativo como interactivo en edades comprendidas entre los 3 y los 9 años. Al mismo tiempo,
nos permitirá trazar el vínculo potencial entre el uso de lenguaje multimodal para indicar la
estructura de la información y las habilidades lingüísticas y sociocognitivas necesarias en dicho
proceso. De manera más general, la tesis contribuirá a destacar la importancia de incluir de
forma decidida el estudio del lenguaje multimodal en la investigación del desarrollo del
lenguaje.
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1.

Introduction
1.1.

Object of analysis

In communication, speakers manage their utterances so that information conveyed in them fits
their ever-changing knowledge states and communicative contexts. For instance, when telling
a story, speakers will not present information the same way to someone that experienced the
event with them and with whom there is a considerable amount of shared knowledge than to
someone who was not present and does not know anything about when and what happened, or
who was involved. This process by which the message is shaped to fit the interlocutors’ mental
representation and their communicative context is broadly referred to as Information Structure
(see section 1.3.). Information Structure (henceforth, IS) has been argued to constitute a
cognitive domain which interacts with linguistic domains (Zimmermann & Féry, 2010) to
create pragmatic meaning and make conversation advance. Consequently, it is essential in the
communicative interactions not only of adult speakers, but also of children.
It is well-known that signaling IS in discourse entails the use of different modalities (i.e.,
meaning-making strategies) such as the verbal, the prosodic, and the gestural, which are
frequently combined to create multimodal wholes. However, previous developmental studies
have focused on how children develop their abilities to either verbally or prosodically mark IS
across languages. Studies on how children use gesture to specifically mark IS are scarce and
more so studies that consider several modalities at the same time when investigating the
marking of IS in children’s language. The present PhD thesis aims at jointly assessing
children’s development of linguistic abilities for the multimodal marking of IS in prosody and
gesture, and at studying how these abilities relate to the development of other linguistic and
(socio)cognitive skills traditionally claimed to be involved in IS marking, such as attention and
executive function, memory, and social perception. Crucially, following up on previous
research on the interaction between prosody and gesture in the creation of pragmatic meaning
and of their temporal integration, the present thesis claims that both modalities need to be
assessed together when considering the creation of meaning in language beyond what is
expressed in words (see section 1.2.).
For the present thesis, three empirical studies will be conducted on the acquisition of
prosodic and gestural cues to information structure marking in Catalan. They will address the
following three general research questions: 1) whether and how children use prosody and
gesture to mark the information status of referents in narrative speech (Study 1); 2) whether
1
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and how children use prosody and gesture to mark focus types and whether children’s use of
gesture is a precursor of prosody in the marking of information structure (Study 2); and 3)
which linguistic and (socio-)cognitive factors can explain individual differences in the marking
of IS in prosody and gesture (Study 3).
The first two studies will investigate Catalan children’s developmental path of multimodal
language to mark information structure at different ages. In Study 1, we will analyze 5- to 9year-olds’ use of prosody and gesture to mark the information status of referents in a
longitudinal corpus of narrative retellings. Previous literature has shown that narrative abilities
are a good measure of children’s language skills (Demir et al., 2012) and gestural production
(e.g., Colletta 2009). Because of this, we consider that assessing the first stages of narrative
speech development will allow us to improve our understanding of how children acquire the
multimodal marking of the information status of referents in language. In Study 2, we will
address an earlier developmental stage as compared to Study 1 (3 to 6 years of age) from a
cross-sectional perspective, with the objective of studying children’s first marking of focus
types. In this second study we move our focus of attention to interactive speech as obtained in
a semi-controlled setting for several reasons. First, children are not as skilled in the production
of narratives at an earlier age (“true narratives” are reported to start being produced after the
age of 5; see e.g., Applebee, 1978). This makes it more appropriate to look at dyadic discourse,
in which children easily engage in a conversational way. Second, narratives tend to be
composed of all focus utterances, which makes it difficult to assess how focus is marked as
compared to the scarce non-focused constituents. Third, using a semi-controlled setting allows
us to elicit several focus-types, and consequently have an overall view on the acquisition of
focus marking. From a methodological point of view, in both these studies, for prosodic
assessment we will consider complementary phonological measures (namely Cat_ToBI) and
phonetic correlates, and we will follow the classification of gestures stated in the M3D system
(Rohrer et al., in prep.).
In Study 3 we will explore the potential relationship existing between children’s ability to
multimodally mark IS and their linguistic and (socio-)cognitive development with the aim of
determining which factors can explain individual differences in children’s marking of IS. To
do this, we will further assess Catalan-speaking preschool children’s use of multimodality for
focus marking in relation to their general linguistic abilities and (socio-)cognitive skills such
as attention and executive function, memory, and social perception. Additionally, we consider
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that the results from Study 3 can contribute to the debate on whether pragmatic meaningmaking develops more in parallel to general linguistic skills or to (socio-)cognitive skills.
The existence of relevant differences in the use of prosody to mark IS in the world’s
languages (see e.g., Kügler and Calhoun, 2020) may drive a differential use of gesture crosslinguistically, due to the existence of close relationship between prosody-gesture production
(see section 1.2.). We believe that it is highly relevant to study different languages and
undertake a cross-linguistic approach when it comes to the study of the multimodal marking of
information structure. Taking this into consideration, the present thesis will provide results on
a language non-previously studied from this perspective such as Catalan which are potentially
comparable with results available in the literature on Germanic languages or other Romance
languages such as French. Furthermore, the thesis may add an additional cross-linguistic study
which will be developed during a research stay at Utrecht University with Dr. Aoju Chen during
the academic year 2023-2024. The goal of the project is to compare how Catalan-acquiring and
Dutch-acquiring children multimodally mark focus types in language. Since the design of this
study is still in process, we do not include it in the present research plan.

1.2.

Why multimodality: prosody and
superimposed pragmatic meaning

gesture

in

encoding

The term multimodality has become central to approaches coming from such different
disciplines as linguistics, education, sociology, or media studies, among others, which share an
increasing interest in studying communication as a multilayered phenomenon. However, its
generalized use in different fields and theoretical frameworks has contributed to blurring its
original meaning. It was first used to refer to communication in the field of semiotics, where
modality and mode stand for ‘meaning-making strategy’ (e.g., Goodwin, 2000; Kress & van
Leeuwen, 2001). Thus, multimodality means ‘many strategies for making meaning’. The
coinage of the term came to highlight two important questions. First, the understanding of
communication as involving multiple strategies which interact and combine with each other in
the making of meaning, such as gesture, image, emoji, etc. Second, the necessity to
systematically account for all modes of human communication and their interactions, and not
only for the verbal mode as it had been done traditionally in the study of human communication
(Jewitt et al., 2016).

3
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In the present thesis we subscribe to this general definition of multimodality. However, our
multimodal analysis focuses specifically on the relationship existing between two meaningmaking strategies that integrate natural language: the prosodic and the gestural (understood as
including any communicative movement produced with the body). When using the terms
multimodal or multimodality in this plan, we are referring to the combination of these two
meaning-making strategies, unless otherwise indicated. Other studies which have considered
the investigation of gesture under the term multimodality have emphasized the importance of
gestures in the making of meaning alongside speech (e.g., Levinson & Holler, 2014). We claim,
though, that in speech there is information expressed in the verbal (i.e., structured strings of
words) and the prosodic modes. Even though these two meaning-making strategies are
expressed in the same channel and highly integrated, they need to be recognized as
independent. The independence between the verbal and the prosodic modes becomes apparent,
for example, when a listener identifies the speech act in an utterance just by hearing how it is
prosodically realized.
Thus, we understand that communication via natural language not only includes meaning
expressed in the verbal mode, but also superimposed meaning expressed both in prosody and
gesture (Rohrer et al., in prep.). By using the word multimodality here as applied to prosody
and gesture, therefore, we want to highlight, first, the relevance of accounting for the mode of
prosody as adding superimposed meaning to that expressed in the verbal mode, the same way
as gesture does. Second, we want to emphasize the contribution of prosody and gesture in the
creation of meaning in natural language as well as the interconnection between the two. And
finally, we aim at underlining the relevance of simultaneously accounting for both strategies
when investigating meaning-making in language.
The fact that prosody and gesture add superimposed meaning to that expressed in the verbal
mode has been shown in several studies. Prosody can signal, apart from indexicality, speech
act type, epistemic stance, or information structure (see for a review Prieto, 2015). Likewise,
gestures have been found to function as emphatic markers and to introduce in discourse focus
constituents, new characters, or provide additional information and clarification (see e.g., Ferré,
2014; Foraker, 2011; Holler & Beattie, 2003; MacNeil, 1992). Additionally, (manual) gestures
may express semantic content also present in the verbal mode via iconicity and deixis (Kendon,
1980; McNeill, 1992).
It is in the joint expression of pragmatic meaning where we find the first connection between
prosody and gesture. Speakers have been shown to use both modalities in combination to mark
4
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focus (e.g., Ebert et al., 2011), epistemic stance (e.g., Roseano et al., 2016), or politeness (e.g.,
Hübscher et al., 2017). Based on this tight relationship between prosody and gesture in the
conveyance of pragmatic meaning, some authors have proposed that they constitute two
dimensions (auditory and visual respectively) of the same meaning-making attempt (Bolinger,
1986). The other link between the two modalities is found on their temporal co-occurrence.
McNeill’s (1980, 1992) Phonological Synchrony Rule proposes that the stroke of gestures, i.e.,
the most prominent movement, occurs simultaneously or right before the stressed syllable in
speech. Several studies have corroborated this (e.g., Esteve-Gibert et al., 2017; Loehr, 2004;
Shattuck-Hufnagel & Ren, 2018), and others have shown that prosodic boundaries also have
an effect on the occurrence of gesture in discourse (see for a review Krivokapić, 2014).
Therefore, previous studies have shown that prosody and gesture are tightly connected from
temporal and functional points of view. Not only do they occur simultaneously in discourse,
but also work in close connection to create superimposed pragmatic meaning. We believe that
considering these two modalities and their interaction in a joint way is essential to have a
complete understanding of how pragmatic meaning (and specifically IS) is expressed in natural
language beyond words and sentences. In this thesis, we are interested in investigating the role
of prosody and gesture in one dimension of pragmatic meaning, namely IS. In the next section
(1.3.) we describe the concept of IS and related terms. In section 1.4. we review the most
relevant findings on the prosodic and gestural marking of IS (two levels addressed in the thesis)
in adult and especially child language, as well as findings regarding the relationship between
IS marking and (socio)cognitive development (section 1.4.3).

1.3.

An approach to the categorization of IS: the notions of information
status and focus

The study of what is commonly understood by information structure (henceforth, IS) has been
approached from different theoretical perspectives. This fact has contributed to the existence
of various definitions of IS and IS notions which are not always equivalent (for a summary, see
Féry & Ishihara, 2015). In this thesis we broadly follow Krifka’s (2008) model of IS, which is
characterized for being embedded in a theory of communication. Krifka (2008) defines IS as
the packaging of information in the utterance relative to what the speakers consider is shared
knowledge between them and their addressees at the moment of their interaction. This shared
knowledge is referred to as common ground (CG), a term originally proposed by Stalnaker
(1976). In Krifka’s (2008) proposal, CG consists of information (in the form of propositions,
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discourse entities, or presuppositions) introduced in speech and continuously updated with the
speakers’ interventions. It is the notion of CG that brings IS at the interface between language
and cognition. While linguistic knowledge and the capacities involved in producing and
processing speech are necessary to express IS, being aware of the information that is part of
the CG is essentially a (socio-)cognitive ability involving processes such as memory, attention,
and perspective-taking (see e.g., Zimmermann, 2016). As a consequence, IS is considered to
be a cognitive domain (Zimmermann & Féry, 2010).
There are three commonly distinguished IS notions: topic, information status of referents
(to which some authors refer as givenness), and focus. As this thesis is centered around the
notions of information status of referents and focus, in what follows, we will only present
definitions for these. The notion of information status of referents (henceforth, ISR) is
concerned with the degree of cognitive activation for the listener of referents. Referents are
entities (individuals, places, times, events, situations, or propositions) introduced in speech via
a referential expression, i.e., a noun phrase or a prepositional phrase. The degree of cognitive
activation of referents depends on the extent to which they can be retrieved from the CG.
According to their information status, referents can be of three types: new, given, and
accessible. First, when an entity is newly introduced into the CG, and is consequently
cognitively inactive for the listener, it is considered a new referent. Second, when an entity has
already been explicitly introduced at some point in discourse, and is, therefore part of the
interlocutors’ common ground, it is considered a given referent. In [1], the referent ‘Peter’ is
considered new when it is first introduced in discourse by the expression Peter, but given when
referred back by the pronoun he. Finally, accessible referents are less cognitively active entities
than given referents, as they have not been explicitly mentioned in discourse but are part of the
speakers’ CG as well (e.g., they are inferable from the situational or linguistic context of the
speakers or are part of their cultural or general knowledge). For example, in [1], ‘the flowers’
should be considered an accessible referent, as it is part of the individual’s cultural knowledge
that in a garden (referred in the previous utterance) there could be flowers.
[1] [Peter]New went into [the garden.]New [He]Given saw that [the flowers]Accessible were in bloom.
(Example adapted from Götze et al., 2007)

According to Krifka, focus constituents “indicate the presence of alternatives that are
relevant for the interpretation of linguistic expressions” (2008, 247). Otherwise said, a
linguistic expression under focus adds to the CG that alternatives exist for this same expression.
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If we look at a specific example, in [2] below we observe that Ede indicates the relevant
alternative out of the ones (e.g., John, Laura, etc.) that could be possible in the specific context
speakers A and B are in. The part of the utterance that is not in focus is commonly considered
to be the background.
[2] A: Who wants coffee?

B: [Ede]Focus [wants coffee]Background
(Rooth, 1992)

Whenever a focused constituent differs from one of the evoked alternatives which is already
part of the CG, the term contrastive focus is used. For example, in [3], what applies to the
focused referent ‘the coffee’ does not apply to the referent ‘the tea’, previously introduced in
discourse and hence, part of the speakers’ CG. Therefore, ‘the coffee’ in the second utterance
is in contrast with ‘the tea’.
[3] A: They had coffee and tea. [The coffee]Contrastive focus was not organic.

One of the most common uses of contrastive focus is correction. The term corrective focus is
used whenever a focus element is uttered to replace another element incorrectly introduced into
the CG, as in [4].
[4] A: Mary stole the cookie.

B: No, [Peter]Corrective focus stole the cookie!
(Krifka, 2008)

Some authors distinguish as well between narrow and broad focus, depending on the length of
the focus constituent1. A broad focus extends over the whole utterance, while in a narrow focus
only a part of the utterance is focalized (Gussenhoven, 2007). Commonly, corrective and
contrastive foci are instances of narrow focus.
[5] A: What else can you tell us about Helen?

A: What kind of Renault did she drive?

B: She [used to drive a Renault CLIO]Broad focus

B: She used to drive a Renault [CLIO]Narrow focus
(Gussenhoven, 2007)

Other types of foci mentioned in the literature are information focus –the part of the
utterance that contains the most relevant information– or complex and multiple focus –when
more than one focalization is involved. However, as these focus types are not concepts of this
thesis, we will not develop them further (for more information on these types of foci see, e.g.,
Krifka, 2008; see also Gussenhoven, 2007).
1

This distinction is disregarded in Krifka (2008), where no difference is made between broad and narrow focus.
However, this is a terminology commonly used in studies dealing with the prosodic marking of focus and it is
useful when more than one focus type is being discussed.
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The notions of information status, focus, and more generally IS, as understood here, are
independent of the linguistic means used in their expression. In fact, in the world’s languages,
different strategies for expressing IS are used, and to different extents. Here, we concentrate
on the prosodic and gestural strategies.

1.4.

Literature review

In first two subsections that follow (1.4.1 and 1.4.2), we first summarize the most relevant
findings of research on the prosodic and gestural marking of information status and focus in
adult language in order to have a clear idea of what it is that children are developing. Then, we
review the most important studies in developmental literature that have addressed the topic.
We mostly concentrate on studies that have looked at languages from the West Germanic
family because they are the most studied in this respect, and from the Romance family because
of Catalan belonging to this group. Finally, in section 1.4.3., we review how previous studies
have approached the link between the multimodal marking of IS and (socio-)cognitive
development.
1.4.1.
1.4.1.1.

The prosodic marking of information status and focus
Adult language

The use of prosody for marking information status and focus has been well studied in a number
of languages, but especially in West Germanic languages. Evidence from adult speech suggests
that informationally relevant material, such as new and focused information, tends to be
prosodically more prominent than information which is given to the interlocutors or nonfocalized (e.g., Calhoun, 2010, for English; Féry & Krifka, 2008 for German). The main
acoustic correlates of prosodic prominence are duration and F0 (see e.g., Mahrt et al., 2012),
while its main phonological correlate is pitch accentuation, including both accent placement
and accent type (Baumann & Winter, 2018). However, the exact prosodic strategies that are
available for the marking of IS in different languages vary. For example, in some languages
such as English or German it is more common to use pitch-accent based cues. In others, IS is
more commonly expressed through prominent tunes, as is the case of French. Finally, some
languages use register and phrase-based cues, such as Mandarin or Korean respectively (see
Kügler & Calhoun, 2020 for a review). This fact contributes to the distinction of different
prosodic profiles in the world’s languages for the marking of IS, which may converge as the
authors suggest on three underlying principles: prosodic prominence, phrasing, and register.
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•

Prosodic marking of information status

The prosodic marking of information status has been studied from the phonetic and
phonological perspectives. First, studies assessing the acoustic correlates of information status
across languages have shown given referents to have a shorter duration and F0 contours with
compressed F0 range (for German, see Baumann et al., 2019a, 2019b); for other languages, see
Ladd, 2008). Second, studies considering phonological measures of pitch accentuation have
reported that in West Germanic languages such as German and Dutch given referents tend to
be deaccented (i.e., produced without a pitch accent) more often than new and accessible
referents (e.g., Baumann, 2006; Féry & Kügler, 2008; Swerts et al., 2002). In contrast to this
tendency, Romance languages such as Italian have been reported to lack deaccentuation of
given referential expressions, specially within noun phrases (Avesani & Vaira, 2005; Swerts et
al., 2002). This has also been suggested for other Romance languages such as Spanish or French
(e.g., Gussenhoven, 2004; Ladd, 2008).
Pitch accent type has also been reported to correlate with information status in West
Germanic languages. New referents have been described to co-occur with more prominent
pitch accent types than accessible and accented given referents (Baumann & Riester, 2013).
Authors have even proposed a one-to-one relationship between pitch accent type and
information status, where L+H* and H* would associate with new referents, !H* would
associate with accessible referents, and L* or no accent with given referents (e.g., Im &
Baumann, 2020; Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg, 1990). Perception experiments have reported
that H* is in fact the preferred accent type in German for new referents, while for accessible
referents it is H+L* (e.g., Baumann & Hadelich, 2003; Baumann & Grice, 2006). To our
knowledge, no studies on the relationship between pitch accent type and information status
marking have been carried out on Romance languages.
•

Prosodic marking of focus

Phonetic and phonological prominence have also been found to correlate with focus marking.
Focus constituents, especially used in contrastive contexts, have been found to have higher F0
values and expanded F0 range crosslinguistically (see e.g., Cole, 2015, for English; Dohen et
al., 2004, for French; Féry & Ishihara, 2011, for German; Vanrell et al., 2013, for Spanish).
Focus constituents have also been shown to co-occur with nuclear pitch accents in a number of
languages (for a review see Kugler & Calhoun, 2020), including Russian, English, and German
(e.g., Luchkina & Cole, 2019; Calhoun, 2010; Féry & Kügler, 2008, respectively).
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Similarly to what happens with information status, not only presence of pitch accentuation
correlates with focus, pitch accent type also does. Prominent pitch accent types have been found
to mark focus and contrastive focus in both Germanic and Romance languages (for Catalan and
Spanish, see e.g., Prieto, 2014; Vanrell & Fernández Soriano, 2013; for English, see
Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg, 1990; for Portuguese see Frota, 2000). The general tendency is
for contrastive focus to be realized with more prominent pitch accents if compared to broad
focus constituents. For example, in Catalan, narrow contrastive focus statements are
consistently marked with a complex rising pitch accent L+H* followed by a L% boundary tone,
while in turn broad focus statements are realized as a low plateau L* followed by a L%
boundary tone (Prieto, 2014).
1.4.1.2.

Child language

Findings on prosodic development show that infants are sensitive to prosodic cues even before
birth, an early sensitivity that boosts their acquisition of language by allowing them to segment
words in speech and to access syntactic information (see for reviews e.g., Thorson, 2018;
Carvalho et al., 2018). When focusing on prosodic productive abilities, studies have shown that
infants can modulate prosody to convey emotions when they as young as 2 months old, and to
express intentionality between 7 and 11 months (see for a review Esteve-Gibert & Prieto,
2018). In a study with Catalan infants, Esteve-Gibert and Prieto (2013) further show that
specific speech acts such as requests and expressions of discontent increase significantly by 11
months, having a wider pitch range and longer duration as compared to answers and statements.
Previous findings show, therefore, that infants use prosody to construct meaning from a very
young age.
However, research on the development of prosody to mark IS seems to point out that this
specific type of meaning develops quite late, due to requiring that complex cognitive processes
involved in deriving information from the common ground (CG) are in place (Höhle et al.,
2010; Pronina et al., 2021). As a consequence, studies on prosodic IS marking in child language
have generally considered the productions of children older than 2;5 years old. Although
several languages have been investigated (see e.g., Chen, 2015 and 2016 for a review), this
body of literature has predominantly looked at West Germanic languages. The general
acquisition tendency that emerges from these studies is that children are capable of marking IS
through the production of pitch accented or deaccented syllables before their fourth birthday in
those languages in which adults have been reported to do so. Although they make use of this
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accented/deaccented contrast in IS marking, at this young age they are not able to
phonologically adjust pitch to produce the pitch accent types used by adults for this purpose.
They may use phonetic (non-phonological) cues instead until the ages of 7 to 8.
•

Prosodic marking of information status

Works that have approached the study of information status marking by children have
frequently considered the dimension of contrast alongside information status proper,
distinguishing between new, given, and contrastive referents2. Wonnacott and Watson (2008)
showed that English-speaking children aged between 3;5 and 4;9 years of age varied F0 and
intensity in spontaneous speech to differentiate referents that differed in contrastiveness, but
not to distinguish referents that were new from the ones that were given. The use of prosodic
prominence for marking referential expressions appearing in contrastive contexts had already
been reported for 4-year-old English children in Hornby and Hass (1970). Regarding the use
of phonological cues, Thorson and Morgan (2020) showed that 2;6-year-old American Englishspeaking children were still not making use of pitch accent placement and pitch accent type in
an adult-like manner to distinguish between new, given, and contrastive referents in
spontaneous speech. The authors however could only identify some tendencies in children’s
productions that were also found in adults’ speech: contrastive referents were predominantly
marked with more perceptually prominent pitch accents (such as rising tones), while given
referents were more often deaccented than any other type of referents.
Similarly to Thorson and Morgan’s (2020) results, Grünloh and colleagues (2014) showed
that German-speaking 2;5-year-old children did not use pitch accentuation in an adult-like
manner. In their study, authors asked 16 2;5-year-old and 16 3;5-year-old German speaking
children and a group of 8 adults to complete a picture-description task. Experimenters used a
picture book presenting target referents in new, given, and contrastive contexts. It was observed
that all age groups predominantly marked new and contrastive referents with the H* pitch
accent. For the marking of given referents, however, the younger group systematically used the
L* pitch accent, but not deaccentuation. Children aged 3 and adults used both deaccentuation
and L* for given referents, being deaccentuation much more frequent in the adult group.
Authors subsequently reported that the tendency to accentuate given referent with L* pitch

2

These works, have, therefore, analyzed the acquisition of prosodic cues for marking referential expressions
according to their information status and their being in contrast, i.e., explicitly diverging from an element which
is part of the communicative situation. It must be understood that the concept of contrast in these works is not
particularly related to focus.
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accent in 2;5-year-olds was an influence of child-directed speech, as caregivers often failed to
de-accent given referents when talking to younger children.
Studies such as de Ruiter (2013) or Chen (2009) have roughly distinguished between the
three levels of information status discussed in Section 1.2 above, i.e., new, given and
accessible. De Ruiter (2013) in a cross-sectional study showed that German-speaking children
between the ages of 5 and 7 produce both new and accessible referents with prosodic
prominence in the form of pitch accentuation in narrative productions, as the adult control did.
Given referents in their narratives tend to be deaccented the same as in adult narratives. The
author further showed that regarding pitch accent type, there was no clear one to one
correspondence between referent status and accent type, at least concerning new and accessible
referents. According to her, there may be pragmatic factors influencing the production of pitch
accent types.
Chen (2009) investigated the prosodic marking of focus and topic referential expressions
taking into account their information status as well. Two groups of Dutch-speaking children
aged 4 to 5 and 7 to 8, as well as a group of adults took part in the experiment. Data was elicited
with a picture matching game. This was carried out in the form of a short dialogue in which the
experimenter posed different wh-questions to each participant about the characters and objects
appearing in the pictures. Results showed that both groups of children, like the adults,
consistently accented referential expressions and used H*L accent regardless of their
information status and of their being in focus or not. Adults produced all referents again
independently of information status and focus condition with larger pitch span and duration.
Children aged from 7 to 8 only varied pitch, while the younger children did not use any of these
cues.
MacWhinney and Bates (1978) is, to our knowledge, the only study that has investigated
the prosodic marking of referent status in child speech in a Romance language. The authors
compared the marking of newness and givenness in 3 to 5-year-old English, Hungarian, and
Italian children’s spontaneous speech through syntactic devices and “emphatic stress”. They
do not define what is meant by “emphatic stress”, but, according to Chen (2015), it could be
equivalent to using a larger pitch span. MacWhinney and Bates (1978) concluded that English
and, to a lesser extent, Italian children used “emphatic stress” as a marker of increased newness,
but, in Hungarian, newness was preferably expressed via syntactic devices.
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In short, previous research on the prosodic marking of information status by children aged
between 3 and 5 years of age have reported no adult-like use of phonological and phonetic cues
to prominence in English (Thorson & Morgan, 2020; Wonnacott & Watson, 2008), but an
adult-like use of pitch accentuation in German 3;5-year-olds (Grünloh et al., 2014). However,
both English- and German-speaking children at these ages have been reported to use both
phonetic and phonological cues to signal a referent as being contrastive (Grünloh et al., 2014;
Hornby and Hass, 1970; Wonnacott & Watson, 2008). Two studies (de Ruiter, 2013) on older
children’s phonological marking of reference have reported adult-like use of pitch accentuation
in German to mark information status after the age of 5. Regarding the use of phonetic cues,
adult-like marking of information status has been reported only for Dutch-speaking children
aged between 7 and 8 years old in Chen (2009).
•

Prosodic marking of focus

The prosodic marking of focus has been well studied in various languages from a
developmental point of view: Dutch (e.g., Chen, 2011; Chen & Höhle, 2017), Chinese (e.g.,
Yan & Chen, 2018), Finnish (e.g., Arnhold et al., 2016), Korean (Yang et al., 2015), Swedish
(e.g., Romøren, 2016), or German (e.g., Müller et al., 2006; Sauermann et al., 2011). Chen
(2011) analyzed the data in Chen (2009) for the prosodic marking of focused and non-focused
constituents. The author showed that Dutch-speaking 4- to 5-year-old children did not mark
focus in an adult-like manner regarding the use of pitch accent placement and pitch accent type.
But by the age of 7 to 8, children had already acquired the adult patterns regarding both accent
placement and accent type, which imply the accenting of focus via the use of H*+L. However,
Chen and Höhle (2017) showed that Dutch-speaking children aged between 4 to 5 years use
changes in F0 and duration to signal focus types in interaction (while not using word order for
this purpose). In this study, the authors reported that contrastive and narrow focus constituents
in subject position were realized with higher maximum pitch and longer duration. At this same
age, Dutch children have also been reported to make use of pausing quite consistently as a
marker of focus in interactive speech (Romøren & Chen, 2015), a cue which is not as strong in
adults’ speech. Dutch-speaking 4 to 5-years-olds produce significantly longer pauses before
focus constituents than before non-focus constituents.
On the acquisition of German, Müller et al. (2006) investigated 4 to 5-year-old children’s
prosodic marking of focus measuring acoustic cues. In their experiment, 15 children watched
three comic stories accompanied by a narrative. After this task, they responded to a series of
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questions about the stories which had the objective of eliciting both focus and background
constituents. Results showed that, as it had been reported for adults, children produced focused
elements with higher mean pitch and non-focused elements with lower mean pitch values.
Sauermann et al.’s (2011) study reported that German 4- to 5-year-olds use variations in pitch
to distinguish focus types, using wider pitch span for contrastive and narrow focus than for
broad focus in an answer reconstruction task.
Finish 4 to 5-year-olds have also been reported to vary F0 as well as duration, and to make
use of pauses in the marking of focus (Arnhold et al., 2016). In this experiment, authors tested
16 children for their use of prosody and word order in focus marking using a game elicitation
task similar to the one in Chen (2009). Results showed that children used prosody and word
order to mark focus but to a lesser extent than adults. They produced contrastive focus
constituents with the largest F0 range values, and non-focus constituents with the smallest F0
range values. Focus constituents in children’s speech were also found to be significantly longer
in duration than non-focus constituents and narrow focus constituents were found to be
preceded by pauses more often than broad and contrastive focus. According to the authors,
Finnish 4 to 5-year-old children’s use of prosody in focus marking is, however, modulated by
word order.
To sum up, previous research on the acquisition of prosodic focus marking has shown that
Dutch- and German-speaking children aged between 4 and 5 years of age vary F0 to
differentiate focus from background constituents and to distinguish between focus types. Focus
constituents in their speech tended to be realized with higher pitch values than background
constituents. At the same time, contrastive and narrow non-contrastive focus constituents
tended to receive higher pitch values than broad focus constituents. In Dutch and Finnish 4 to
5-year-olds’ speech, duration and pausing have also been reported to mark focus. In Dutch,
focus constituents were reported to be longer in duration and preceded by longer pauses than
non-focus constituents. In Finnish, focus constituents were significantly longer in duration than
non-focus, and narrow focus constituents specifically were found to be more often preceded by
pauses than broad and contrastive focus. As reported in Arnhold et al. (2016), however,
Finnish-speaking children make less use of prosodic prominence in the marking of focus at the
ages of 4 to 5 than German and Dutch speaking children at the same ages, something which
has been explained to be related to the prevalence of syntactic strategies for focus marking over
prosodic ones in their native language. The acquisition of phonological cues to focus has only
been investigated in Dutch. Findings show that children start using pitch accent placement and
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pitch accent type in an adult-like manner between the ages of 7 to 8. It should be noted that
none of the studies reviewed are on Romance languages. To our knowledge, besides the study
by Esteve-Gibert and colleagues’ (2021) on the multimodal marking of focus in French (which
we review in Section 1.3.2.2 below), no previous investigation has assessed the development
of the prosodic marking of focus on a Romance language.
1.4.2.
1.4.2.1.

The gestural marking of information status and focus
Adult language

The marking of IS in the gestural modality has been comparatively less studied than in the
prosodic modality. The first claims about the relationship between co-speech gestures and IS
come from works such as McNeill (1992), in which manual gestures are claimed to co-occur
with less accessible information (i.e., new information) in discourse. Several works have
corroborated this link. It has been shown that more gestures are produced when the
interlocutors do not share CG. That is, in contexts in which information is new to the listener,
speakers produce more gestures than in contexts in which they share the same information with
their interlocutors (e.g., Holler & Stevens, 2007; Jacobs and Garnham, 2007). Moreover,
studies have shown that when interlocutors do not share CG, the gestures produced by speakers
tend to be more complex and precise than when listeners share the same information as
speakers (e.g., Gerwing & Bavelas, 2005).
•

Gestural marking of information status

Studies focusing on the co-occurrence between gesture and referential expressions have shown
that gestures tend to accompany the introduction of new referents in discourse (see e.g.,
Gullberg, 2003; Marslen-Wilson et al., 1982; Yoshioka, 2008), while entities that are part of
the interlocutors’ shared knowledge are preferably introduced without gesture (e.g.,
Debreslioska et al., 2013). Research has even shown that gestures which co-occur with new
referents tend to be more complex and encode information such as size or shape, while gestures
which co-occur with given referents are less complex, encoding action information
(Debreslioska & Gullberg, 2019 and 2020a). Studies such as Debreslioska & Gullberg (2020b),
which have specifically looked at the co-occurrence of gestures with new and accessible
referents, have found that accessible referents are significantly more likely to be marked by a
gesture than brand new referents. Authors explain this finding, which seems to contradict
previous findings (e.g., Gullberg, 2003; Marslen-Wilson et al., 1982; Yoshioka, 2008), by
explaining that even though accessible referents are linguistically coded as given referents, they
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should be considered new for the listener. And that it is this last feature of accessible referents
what attracts gesture.
It is important to note that all the studies reviewed so far on gesture marking of referent
status concentrate on manual referential gestures or do not distinguish gesture type. We
typically distinguish two types of gestures, namely referential and non-referential. Referential
gestures have a clear referent in speech, identified by iconicity or deixis. We call non-referential
gestures (traditionally referred to in the literature as “beat gestures”, see e.g., McNeill, 1992)
to any gesture that does not portray any clear semantic meaning. Non referential gestures have
been suggested to bear an important role in the framing of information in discourse (Kendon,
1980; Loehr, 2012; McNeill, 1992). However, to our knowledge, the only study that has
specifically addressed the role of non-referential gestures as markers of information status is
Im & Baumann (2020). In this work the authors looked at how gestures mark information status
and at how gesture and prosody relate to each other in doing so in an English Ted Talk. Their
annotation scheme for information status distinguished 4 levels: “new”, “unused” (i.e., unique
referents, such as “the Sun”), “bridging” (which corresponds to accessible referents from
context), and “given”. They found a tendency for non-referential gestures to mark more
accessible (“bridging”) and new (“new” + “unused”) than given referents or words that do not
constitute referential expressions. They also found that a tendency for non-referential gestures
to co-occur more often with L+H* pitch accents, followed by H* and then L*.
•

Gestural marking of focus

To our knowledge, only two studies have empirically investigated the relationship between
gestural and prosodic marking of focus in adult speech. Ferré (2014) analyzed a corpus of
spontaneous conversations by three pairs of French-speaking adults. This study showed that
syntactic, prosodic, and gestural cues for focus marking are complementary, which means that
speakers do not mark focus in all three modes simultaneously. However, it also showed that
non-referential gestures tend to associate with prosodic prominence in the marking of focus
and to syntactic cues to focus marking more than any other gesture type. Ambrazaitis & House
(2017)

looked again at multimodal cues (head, eyebrow movements, and prosodic

prominence) and their distribution in the utterance in a corpus of Swedish read news. The
authors showed, on the one hand, that eyebrow gestures, which tend to co-occur with prosodic
prominence, have the specific function of highlighting contrast. On the other hand, they showed
that head gestures tend to co-occur with information which is not part of the interlocutors’ CG.
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1.4.2.2.

Child language

Gestures are reported to have a very relevant role in language development. Infants have been
shown to use gestures in a communicative way before they start producing their first words
(e.g., Bates et al., 1975). By using pointing gestures, around 11 to 12 months, infants start
producing their first speech acts (Tomasello et al., 2007). Studies such as Esteve-Gibert and
Prieto (2014) shown that infants temporally align these pointing gestures with prominent
syllables in speech at the one-word stage. With further development, different types of gestures
appear. After the second birthday, children start using referential iconic gestures similarly to
words, and subsequently combining them with words (see for a review e.g., Colleta et al.,
2014). After the age of 3, children begin to produce non-referential gestures (see section 2.1.3.)
and to use gestures with new functions such as discourse cohesion (Colleta et al., 2014).
Very few studies have investigated how children use gestures specifically in conveying IS.
To our knowledge, only two studies have undertaken this task. Rohrer and colleagues (2022)
addressed children’s use of gestures in relation to 3 levels of IS, namely information status,
focus, and topic in Catalan children’s narrative speech. Esteve-Gibert and colleagues (2021)
looked at the acquisition of focus types in semi-spontaneous speech by French children from a
multimodal perspective, by assessing in a joint way prosody and head gestures.
•

Gestural marking of information status

Rohrer and colleagues (2022) investigated how children use the two types of manual gestures
(i.e., referential vs. non-referential gestures) in relation with information status and focus on
Catalan children’s narrative speech from a longitudinal perspective. The authors used the same
narrative corpora that will be used for Study 1 of this thesis. They found that at the ages of 5-6
non-referential gestures associate significantly more with new referents in discourse than given
and accessible referents. This tendency becomes more pronounced at the ages of 7-9. Since the
study also includes the multimodal analysis of focus marking, we review these specific findings
in the next subsection.
•

Gestural marking of focus

In relation to focus, Rohrer and colleagues (2022) showed that non-referential gestures
associate significantly more often with focus than with background constituents at the ages of
5-6, a tendency which again becomes more pronounced at the ages of 7-9. Esteve-Gibert and
colleagues (2022) carried out an experiment with 24 5-year-old French-speaking children to
investigate how they used prosody and head gestures to mark focus. The authors used an
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interactive game to obtain data in three focus conditions, namely corrective focus, contrastive
focus, and broad focus conditions. They expected children to use the French adult patterns of
focus marking, e.g. they expected (a) higher pitch range values and longer syllable duration in
their marking of corrective focus than in their marking of contrastive focus; (b) higher pitch
range values and longer syllable duration in the contrastive focus condition than in the broad
focus condition. However, the authors found that French-speaking children at this age did not
make use of phonetic cues to prominence in their marking of focus types. Interestingly, they
found that children do make use of head gestures for focus marking purposes. They reported
that more head gestures in the corrective condition were produced and least in the broad focus
condition. Regarding the interaction between the two multimodal strategies, authors found that
words that were part of a constituents marked with gesture were longer in duration and were
produced with a more expanded pitch range. Esteve-Gibert at al. (2022) also looked at how
focus marking related with other linguistic skills. In this respect, they concluded that better
receptive skills (receptive lexicon measured through the Évaluation du Langage Oral test) were
positively correlated with the gestural marking of focus.
1.4.3.

IS multimodal marking and (socio-)cognitive development

The multimodal marking of IS requires that children create meaning in the prosodic and
gestural modalities with a communicative intention, and that they associate multimodal cues
with IS relevant constituents. To do this, children need to successfully assess which information
is part of the interlocutors’ common ground (CG). As we pointed out before, even though the
communicative use of prosody and gesture is considered to belong to the domain of language,
knowing which information is part of the CG is considered a (socio-)cognitive process
(Zimmerman & Féry, 2010). For this, children need to be able to interpret what is the
interlocutor’s knowledge of information and the communicative context at the moment of
communicating. That is, they need to be able to adopt the perspective of their interlocutors,
transcending their own perspective and, to do so, attribute a mental state to their interlocutors
which may differ from reality and from their own mental state. Several cognitive skills have
been claimed to be involved in that process: memory, attention, and inference, which includes
the perspective-taking ability, also called Theory of Mind (ToM) (see e.g., Chevallier, 2013;
Zimmermann, 2016). Therefore, when we speak about the (socio-)cognitive abilities that are
claimed to be related to IS marking in this research plan, we are primarily referring to the
abovementioned skills. We further add to this set the assessment of executive function, based
on findings by Nilsen et al. (2015) that we summarize in the following paragraph.
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In sections 1.4.1.2. and 1.4.2.2. we have reviewed the previous literature that has
investigated how and when children start using (adult-like) prosody and gestures to mark IS.
None of these studies, however, have specifically looked at how children’s use of prosodic and
gestural marking of IS specifically relates to their cognitive skills, despite literature claiming a
close connection between IS marking and cognition. Studies have shown that children have an
early sensitivity to the status of information in discourse and to their interlocutors’ perspective
already at 12 months (Aktar et al., 1996; Liszkowski et al., 2007 and 2008; O’Neil, 1996). For
instance, Liszkowski et al., (2008) showed that 1 year-old children produced more pointing
gestures to indicate the place in which an object was hidden when an adult did not know where
the object was than when the adult had that information. In a similar experiment, O’Neil, (1996)
found that children mean age 2;7 not only used more gestures to show the unknowing adult
where the object was hidden, but also more vocalizations. Aktar et al.’s (1996) word learning
experiment further showed that 2-year-old children already knew that adults referred to entities
in discourse that were new to them and old to their interlocutors. Furthermore, children were
also aware of the fact that this novelty was established from the perspective of the speaker (see
also e.g., Leaper & Greenfield, 1980; Nadig & Sedivy, 2002). Nilsen et al. (2015), in a study
with 54 children aged between 9- to 12 years, showed that the amount of information that
children provide to listeners with different knowledge states in a referential communication
task was positively correlated with their executive functioning performance. Children with
better working memory and inhibitory control performances provided the necessary
information for the listener to identify a target object from a set of contrastive ones. Similar
results were found in Nilsen and Graham (2008) with children aged 3 to 4.
In adult speech, the study by Esteve-Gibert et al. (2020) has shown that there is a link
between mindreading skills and prosodic skills. In their study, 60 speakers of French
participated in an eye-tracking experiment whose main objective was to assess if empathy
abilities, which include mindreading skills, have an influence on the use of intonation in a
lexical disambiguation task. Their results showed that participants with higher empathy skills
showed stronger processing of intonation and were more sensitive to contemplating the set of
alternative interpretations possible in the provided contexts than participants less empathic.
Findings such as this show that individual differences in socio-cognitive capacities like
empathy are related to the speakers’ successful use of intonation.
Therefore, previous studies on development seem to point that since the age of 2, children
have some knowledge of the information that is in the CG (Aktar et al., 1996) and that this CG
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knowledge influences their verbal and gestural productions in terms of the quantity of
vocalizations and gestures produced at age 2;7 (O’Neil, 1996). Earlier works also show that
there exists a relationship between children’s executive function and memory skills and their
verbal performance in getting the listener to identify a target object in a contrastive setting
(Nilsen et al., 2015; and Nilsen & Graham, 2008). Research on adults’ use of prosody shows
that speakers with better socio-cognitive skills (represented by their mind-reading skills) have
a better processing of different prosodic contrasts for lexical disambiguation (Esteve-Gibert et
al., 2020). Given these findings, one question arises: can individual differences in (socio)cognitive skills such as memory, executive function, and mind-reading, together with
children’s verbal and prosodic performance help explain the acquisition of multimodal IS
marking? As we have reviewed, previous research has looked at both the development of the
linguistic multimodal abilities and the development of (socio-)cognitive skills. However, to our
knowledge, no prior study has explicitly evaluated the connection between the developmental
trajectory of children’s multimodal cues to mark IS categories and the development of (socio)cognitive skills involved in IS marking.

1.5.

Research gap and general objectives

Research has shown that children make use of both prosodic prominence and gestures to mark
information status and focus across languages. However, this body of research is unbalanced
in four respects. First, most of the previous works have investigated the acquisition of prosodic
cues for IS marking, while the acquisition of gestural cues remains understudied. Even when
research on adult speech has shown an important connection between co-speech gestures and
prosody in the marking of IS in adult speech (Ambrazaitis & House, 2017; Ferré, 2014), to our
knowledge, only one study has approached the joint acquisition of multimodal cues for IS
marking (Esteve-Gibert et al., 2021). Consequently, we know very little about how children
acquire gestures to mark IS and about how prosody and gestures develop together in IS
marking.
Second, previous investigations have focused on studying the acquisition of prosodic cues
for IS marking in West Germanic languages. Therefore, it is still unclear how prosody is
acquired for this purpose in languages with prosodic profiles differing from West Germanic. It
is also unknown if the acquisition of prosodic IS marking in languages with other prosodic
profiles follows the same path described for West Germanic languages. Provided that there is
a close link between prosodic prominence and gesture (see e.g., Shattuck-Hufnagel and Ren,
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2018) which drives the occurrence of gesture in discourse, it is also possible that differences in
the realization of prosodic prominence may explain crosslinguistic differences in the
production and acquisition of gestures for IS marking in different languages. Due to this fact,
it is relevant to consider more languages than the ones studied up until now in order to achieve
an overall understanding of the developmental profiles of multimodal cues in languages for IS
marking.
Third, most of the studies on the prosodic marking of information status or focus have
considered either phonological or phonetic cues, but very rarely both simultaneously. This fact
contributes to the persistence of incognita surrounding the extent to which children use prosody
for IS marking, as the phonetic marking of IS does not imply that phonological cues have not
been acquired, and vice versa. And finally, in the marking of focus, there are few studies
assessing a developmental trajectory from a cross-sectional point of view (see Chen, 2011),
and even less studies assessing the important period that spans from 3 to 5 years of age. To our
knowledge, the prosodic marking of IS has not been approached from a longitudinal point of
view.
In an attempt at addressing these four issues, the present PhD thesis will investigate Catalan
children’s developmental trajectories in terms of their ability to mark IS (and specifically the
use multimodal cues of IS) in both narrative and interactive discourse. To do this, we will assess
from a longitudinal and a cross-sectional perspective the developmental window of the
acquisition of multimodal marking of information status and focus across different ages and
types of discourse.
As it was explained in the subsection 1.4.3, to multimodally mark IS children need not only
to be able to manage multimodal cues for successful communication, but also to have
developed certain (socio-)cognitive abilities responsible for interpreting which information is
part of the interlocutors’ CG. Despite the fact that multimodal IS marking in children requires
both structural linguistic and socio-cognitive abilities, to our knowledge no previous study has
explicitly addressed the question of whether individual differences among children in their use
of multimodal cues for marking IS is related to their developing linguistic and (socio-)cognitive
abilities. Consequently, we do not know yet to which extent children’s (socio-)cognitive
development can have an impact on their developmental trajectories in the marking of IS, and
specifically, on their multimodal marking of IS. For this reason, the second goal of this thesis
will evaluate as well how children’s developing linguistic and socio-cognitive capacities
potentially relate to their acquisition of (multimodal) IS marking.
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Three different studies integrate the present thesis. Studies 1 and 2 will assess children’s
production to investigate how they multimodally mark information status and focus types
(broad, contrastive, and corrective focus). While Study 1 will analyze children’s spontaneous
narrative productions based on an audiovisual corpus of narrative retellings (Vilà-Giménez et
al., 2021), Study 2 will analyze preschool children’s productions in interaction on a semicontrolled experimental setting. Finally, Study 3 will investigate how preschoolers’ use of
multimodal cues for focus marking relates to socio-cognitive abilities involved in CG
interpretation as well as to expressive and receptive language skills.

1.6.

Research questions

1.6.1.

Study 1: The multimodal marking of information status in children’s
speech

Very few studies have jointly assessed the developmental trajectories of children’s multimodal
cues of IS in discourse, namely prosody and gesture. On the one hand, information status
marking in children’s narrative discourse has been studied from the perspective of prosody in
German (de Ruiter, 2013), and of Gesture in Catalan (Rohrer and colleagues, 2022). In relation
to the first, previous research has shown that children use pitch accent placement and pitch
accent type in an adult-like manner to signal the information status of referents. At the age of
5, German-speaking children have been reported to accent new and accessible referents and
deaccent given referents, as shown for adult speech. At the age of 5, children have been
reported not to use phonetic cues to mark IS. Given this finding, it has been suggested that
children may not acquire phonetic and phonological cues for IS marking at the same pace (see
Chen, 2015).
On the other hand, regarding children’s gestural marking of discourse referents in narrative
speech, Rohrer et al. (2022) have shown that at the age of 5 Catalan children already make
systematic use of non-referential co-speech manual gestures to signal new referents, a tendency
that becomes more robust at the ages of 7 to 9. This finding is partially in tune with what has
been reported for adult speech, where gestures regardless of the type have been found to
accompany new and accessible referents (e.g., Marslen-Wilson et al., 1982; Yoshioka, 2008).
To our knowledge, no previous study has assessed the developmental trajectories of the
multimodal marking of information status in narrative speech by jointly assessing prosody and
gesture. Although we know from previous literature that gesture and prosody are used in two
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languages for marking information status in narrative productions, we do not know to what
extent these cues are used in the same language simultaneously. Consequently, it is also still
unknown how both multimodal cues interact with each other in the marking of information
status. It remains to be explored, as well, the window of acquisition of phonetic cues with
respect to that of phonological cues. Furthermore, given that differences exist in the prosodic
profiles of languages, it is possible that children’s use of prosody for IS marking as well as its
acquisition in other languages differ from what has been reported for German (or other
languages).
Study 1 in this thesis is an extension of Rohrer and colleagues (2022) in which we take a
more holistic point of view. While Rohrer and colleagues (2022) investigated specifically the
gestural perspective (i.e., when gesture is produced, which information status categories are
being marked), Study 1 will look at which categories of information status are being marked
in gesture as well as in prosody, and how gesture and prosody interact with each other in this
respect in Catalan children’s narratives. Three main research questions will be addressed: 1)
Do children use both (referential and non-referential) gestures and prosodic prominence
(phonological and phonetic cues) to mark the status of referents in narrative discourse at 5-6
and later at 7-9 years of age? If so, 2) how do gesture and prosody relate to each other in the
marking of information status? And finally, 3) how does the gestural and prosodic marking of
information status evolve over the developmental period from 5-6 to 7-9?
1.6.2.

Study 2: The multimodal marking of focus in children’s speech

The acquisition of focus marking in interactive speech has been studied from the perspective
of prosody in several languages, such as Finnish, Dutch, or German (e.g., Arnhold et al., 2016;
Chen, 2011; Chen & Höhle, 2017; Müller et al., 2006 respectively) and of multimodality in
French (Esteve-Gibert et al, 2021). Studies on the acquisition of prosodic cues to focus have
shown that 4- to 5-year-old children use phonetic cues to prosodic prominence to signal focus
over background constituents (in German, Müller et al., 2006) and to signal contrastive and
narrow focus over broad focus constituents (in German, Sauermann et al., 2011; in Dutch, Chen
& Höhle, 2017). The strong correlation between prosodic prominence and the marking of
contrast has been shown in studies on the prosodic marking of reference in children’s speech,
reporting that it is already present at the ages of 3;5 (e.g., Wonnacott & Watson, 2008; Hornby
and Hass, 1970; Grünloh et al., 2014). Dutch-speaking children have been shown to use
phonological strategies to distinguish focus types only at ages 7-8 (Chen, 2011).
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Regarding the investigation of multimodal cues to focus, it has been shown that at the age
of, 5 French-speaking children make significant use of head gestures to distinguish focus types.
Children produce more gestures in the corrective focus than in the contrastive and broad focus
conditions, and again more gestures in the contrastive focus than in the broad focus condition.
However, they do not make use of phonetic cues to prosodic prominence to signal focus types
(Esteve-Gibert et al., 2021).
All in all, previous literature on the acquisition of multimodal marking of focus has reported
several findings. First, both prosodic prominence and (head) gestures are used by children in
the marking of focus and focus types. Specifically, in French, prosodic prominence and gesture
tend to mark contrastive focus. Second, in languages such as Dutch, there are differences in the
speed at which children acquire phonetic and phonological cues to prosodic prominence for
marking focus. While children significantly produce variations in F0 and duration already at 45 years of age, the use of pitch accent placement and accent type in distinguishing focus types
is not adult-like until the ages of 7-8. Third, 5-year-old children speaking languages such as
French use head gesture in their marking of focus types, but not the prosodic cues reported in
adult speech at this age or in children’s speech in other languages, pointing towards a precursor
role of gesture in the marking of contrastive focus constituents.
Given these findings, further research is needed to assess the developmental trajectories of the
multimodal marking of IS by jointly analyzing the role of prosody and gesture and to show
whether the seemingly precursor role of gesture for the marking of focus and focus types can
be replicated in other languages, as well, and in earlier stages of acquisition. It is also interesting
to look at languages that have not been studied before and which have distinct prosodic profiles
in order to further clarify potential differences in the production of gestures and their
acquisition across different languages. Provided that no study has approached the multimodal
marking of focus in children younger than 4-5, it is interesting to determine whether it is at this
age or before when children start producing specially gestures, but also variations in prosodic
prominence to mark focus, as they do for other dimensions of IS (prosody e.g., Grünloh et al.,
2014). Investigating these questions will imply studying languages with different prosodic
behaviors, simultaneously contemplating phonetic and phonological measures as well as
gestural cues, and studying wider age ranges. Finally, it is also important to assess whether
differences in developmental stages at which prosodic and gestural cues to focus marking are
acquired are general to language profiles with different prosodic behaviors.
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In Study 2 of this thesis, we will analyze the developmental trajectory of 3- to 6-year-old
Catalan speaking children’s multimodal marking of focus types in semi-spontaneous speech.
Three general research questions will be addressed: 1) Do 3- to 6-year-old children use
multimodal cues to mark focus types (broad, narrow contrastive, and narrow corrective) in
interaction? If so, 2) how do the prosodic (phonetic and phonological) and gestural marking of
focus interact with each other? And finally, 3) does the use of multimodal strategies for focus
marking vary depending on the developmental stage?
1.1.1.

Study 3: Individual differences in the multimodal marking of focus.
Relation with linguistic and socio-cognitive abilities

As explained in section 1.2 above, IS implies the packaging of information in the utterance
relative to a common ground (CG) or shared knowledge between the interlocutors. To package
information, speakers use a variety of linguistic devices such as multimodality, as we have
shown, for which they need knowledge involved in linguistic production. In order to know
which information is part of the CG, speakers need to assess the social and situational context
as well as interpreting what the interlocutors know at the moment of communicating. This is
the reason which brings IS at the interface between language and (social) cognition. Authors
investigating IS have pointed out that the (socio-)cognitive capacities involved in IS marking
are memory, attention, and mind-reading (e.g., Zimmermann & Féry, 2010).
Previous research has shown that children are sensitive to adults’ knowledge state as
expressed in their use of pointing gestures at 12 months of age and of vocalizations at age 2;7
(Liszkowski et al., 2007 and 2008; O’Neil, 1996), and that their memory and executive function
capacities are positively correlated with their ability to adequately describe for their listeners
target objects in contrastive settings since the ages of 3 to 4. Findings such as these point out
that the necessary (socio-)cognitive capacities for IS marking seem to be in place quite early in
childhood, and that children’s linguistic behavior informs about it. However, to our knowledge,
no previous study has specifically investigated the relation between how children multimodally
mark IS and their (socio-)cognitive development. Looking at children’s multimodal marking
of IS in relation to the development of abilities for CG interpretation such as memory, attention,
executive function, and mindreading could provide useful information about the strength of
this potential link and about individual differences in the marking of IS.
Study 3 will investigate the link between preschoolers’ ability in multimodally marking
focus types and their cognitive abilities. We will take into consideration linguistic skills as well,
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in an attempt to assess whether the children’s multimodal marking abilities are more closely
linked to linguistic development or to socio-cognitive development. Two general research
questions will be addressed: 1) does the use of multimodal strategies for focus marking in
children aged between 3 and 6 years of age vary depending on their linguistic and sociocognitive skills for CG and mental estate attribution? and 2) is the development of multimodal
language for focus marking in children aged between 3 and 6 years of age more closely related
with linguistic development or socio-cognitive development?

2.

Research design and methods

Study 1 in this thesis is a longitudinal study investigating the developmental pattern of IS
marking of referent status in children’s narrative speech. The narrative data comes from the
Audiovisual corpus of Catalan children’s narrative discourse development (Vilà-Giménez et
al., 2021), which collected two retelling tasks with Catalan-speaking children aged 5-6 and
then two years later, at 7-9. Studies 2 and 3 are cross-sectional studies in which 90 Catalan
preschool children belonging to three different age groups (3-4, 4-5, and 5-6 years of age) will
participate. For Study 2 we will gather interactional data involving focus types through an
adapted version of a validated experimental method used in Esteve-Gibert et al. (2021). Study
3 will correlate the results obtained in Study 2 with measures for language and (socio-)cognitive
development obtained in the CELF-preschool test and Nepsy-II. Therefore, this thesis will
perform the assessment of the developmental trajectories of multimodal IS marking by
combining the analysis of narrative speech coming from a longitudinal corpus with
interactional data obtained through a behavioral task cross-sectionally. Importantly, in
comparison with previous studies, the present studies will jointly analyze the prosodic and
gestural patterns. Furthermore, for the analysis of the acquisition of prosody in all three studies,
we will take into account both the phonological and phonetic levels, and for the analysis of
gesture production in Studies 2 and 3, we will consider gesture movements produced with the
whole body.

2.1.
2.1.1.

Study 1
Participants

For Study 1, we will analyze the narratives contained in the Audiovisual corpus of Catalan
children’s narrative discourse development (Vilà-Giménez et al., 2021). Vilà-Giménez et al.’s
(2021) corpus contains 332 video-recorded narratives performed by 83 Catalan children (43
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girls and 40 boys) in two points in development: when they were between 5 and 6 years of age
(M age = 5.9; SD = 0.55; henceforth, Time 1) and, two years later, when they were between 7
and 9 (M age = 7.98; SD = 0.66; henceforth, Time 2). All participants were typically developing
children Spanish-Catalan bilinguals, but Catalan dominant (M dominance = 90.4%; SD = 9.5).
Provided that no previous study has assessed the use of prosody and gesture to mark the status
of referents in Catalan narratives, we will add an adult control group of 10 Catalan-dominant
speakers. This will allow us to compare children’s productions to that of adult speakers
obtained through a comparable narrative task.
2.1.2.

Materials

The narratives contained in Vilà-Giménez et al.’s (2021) longitudinal database were collected
through a narrative elicitation task. To undertake the task, four wordless cartoons (approximate
length 41-50 seconds) from Die Sendung mit der Maus3 series were used. The animations
featured a mouse and a small elephant in a specific situation/problem upon which they had to
react/find a solution. The clips were deliberately chosen for being unknown to the children
participating in the task and for depicting a variety of settings and objects to which the
participants would have to refer to in order to explain the story.
Children participated individually in a quiet room and were asked to first watch a cartoon
(containing a single character, the mouse) through headphones and to stand up and retell the
story to the experimenter, who was not familiar to them. Given that the task was presented as
a game, the experimenter pretended not to know the story and had to guess which story had the
child retold from several still frames. After that, the same process was repeated with a story
featuring two characters, the mouse and the elephant. The same tasks were performed in exactly
the same circumstances in Time 1 and two years later (e.g., at Time 2). That is, participants in
Time 2 were played the same two cartoons as in Time 1 and received the same instructions (for
more details on the experimental procedure see Vilà-Giménez et al., 2021).
2.1.3.

Data coding

The database we will use for this study contained annotations for gesture, to which we added
annotations for prosody and IS. All the files with annotations are available to the public at
https://osf.io/npz3w/. For the current study, before prosody was annotated, an evaluation of the
prosodic quality of the narratives was performed.

3

Accesible at https://www.wdrmaus.de/
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2.1.3.1.

Prosodic quality evaluation

Before coding the prosodic patterns of accentuation, and in order to guarantee that the target
narratives had a good prosodic quality, we evaluated the performances using an adapted version
of the Comprehensive Oral Reading Fluency Scale (CORFS) (Rasinski, 2004). This rubric,
originally designed for the assessment of read speech, was modified to make it suitable for the
evaluation of spontaneous speech for the purposes of Study 1. Out of the four levels used in
the CORFS rubric (namely, Expression/Volume, Phrasing, Smoothness, and Pace), only
Expression/Volume and Smoothness were maintained in our rubric (see Appendix), as they are
sufficient to see if a narrative has the necessary prosodic quality to be further annotated. We
also maintained the 1-4 Likert scale employed in the CORFS rubric. In Expression/Volume,
the degree of expressivity and the use of volume to convey meaning were evaluated. In the
category Smoothness, we assessed fluency according to a general measure of perceived
disfluencies. The scores were added directly in the correspondent Praat TextGrid. Narratives
obtaining a mean of 1.5 or 1 in the evaluation were not further annotated and were excluded
from the statistical analyses.
2.1.3.2.

Prosodic coding

The phonological aspects of prosody were manually annotated using the Cat_ToBI labeling
system. For Cat_ToBI annotations, TextGrids with 7 tiers were used (see Figure 1), coinciding
the last two with the items evaluated for determining the prosodic quality of the narratives The
first two tiers, Orthographic and Orthographic-words contained the orthographic transcription
of the narratives divided into utterances and individual words, respectively, which had been
time-aligned previously. The third, fourth, and fifth tiers were reserved for the prosodic
annotation per se. The process of annotating prosody at the phonological level implied, first,
the identification from a perceptual point of view of accented syllables in the utterance,
annotated below the correspondent word in tier number 3 Accentuation-syllables. This implied
listening to the audio and judging which were the prominent syllables in the stretch of speech
heard. After that, the pitch accent and boundary tone types were identified and annotated using
the Cat_ToBI labelling system (Prieto et al., 2015) in a point tier. The fourth tier,
Miscellaneous, was reserved for the annotation of disfluencies and non-speech events, such as
background noises.
Some key prosodic cues (e.g., syllable duration, pitch range, and mean pitch of all accented
syllables) were extracted automatically using a Praat script. Therefore, we have considered
both phonological and phonetic measures in the annotation and analysis of the prosodic data,
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assessing them independently. This strategy allowed us to maintain the phonological and
phonetic analyses as two independent and complementary levels of description of prosody
between which there is necessarily no strict mapping.

Figure 1. Example of TextGrid with annotations used for the prosodic coding in Praat.

2.1.3.3.

Gesture coding

For the analysis of gesture referentiality for Study 1 we will use the annotations which were
performed for Rohrer et al. (2022) and are part of the coded database. More specifically, we
will consider only the annotations for gesture referentiality (see materials in Vilà-Giménez et
al., 2021; see also Rohrer et al., 2022).
2.1.3.4.

IS coding

IS was annotated following Götze et al.’s (2010) annotation guidelines. The annotation of IS
was performed in Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2019) based on the orthographic transcriptions
of the data. Otherwise said, the IS coding was performed without the audio and video, in order
to avoid any bias from prosody or gesture in the interpretation of IS categories. The Praat
TextGrids consisted of 6 tiers, which include two orthographic tiers and 4 tiers for IS,
corresponding to the levels of information status, topic/comment, focus/background, and
contrast. Out of these 6 tiers, for Study 1 we only considered the first 4, the ones containing the
transcription of the narratives divided into utterances, and word-by-word transcriptions, and
the ones containing the annotations for information status. In the following paragraphs, we
describe how the annotation of information status was performed. The description of how other
IS levels were annotated for the database is beyond the scope of this study.
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Referents according to their status in discourse were annotated as new, accessible, or given.
Following Götze et al. (2007), only noun phrases and prepositional phrases which were
referential expressions, i.e., referred to some entity, were considered. By entity here we mean
individuals, objects, places, times, events, situations, or propositions, whether real or imagined,
which can be retrieved by anaphoric expressions (Götze et al., 2007). Adverbial phrases, even
if they contained a noun, such as un altre cop in [6], were not considered referents. As in Götze
et al., 2007, noun phrases which were part of idiomatic expressions and expressions that have
a fixed use were also left out from the coding of referent status (as hi havia una vegada, in [7]).
[6]

[…] després un altre cop [se]Given Referent [li]Given Referent torna a caure
“[…] then, again, it falls”

[7]

Hi havia una vegada [un ratolí]New referent […]
“Once upon a time, there was a mouse […]”

As it has been said, three types of referents were coded according to their status: new,
accessible, and given, for which the tabs r-new, r-acc, and r-giv were respectively employed.
As explained in section 1.2, the referential expressions mentioned for the first time in discourse
are new referents. Given referents refer to some entity that has already been introduced in
discourse. Referents are accessible via some kind of relationship to a previous referent in the
discourse, to the situative and linguistic context or to world knowledge. Regarding the
linguistic expressions that can anticipate an accessible referent, these always limit the scope of
possible referents that can appear alongside them. In example [8], the verb estendre (“to hang”)
is limiting the set of entities that can appear afterwards, as opposed to the verb comprar (“to
buy”). While we can buy many things, only a limited set of things can be hung, such as clothes
or the washing.
[8]

era un ratolí que estenia la roba i venia molt de vent [...].

“There was a mouse who was hanging up the washing, and it was very windy [...]”.

Again, following Götze et al. (2007), words such as i (“and”) and que (“so”) when functioning
as cohesive devices between utterances were not annotated.

Figure 2. Example of TextGrid with annotations used for IS coding in Praat.
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2.1.4.

Expected results

First, following developmental and non-developmental studies on IS marking in other
languages (e.g., de Ruiter 2013; Féry & Krifka, 2008), we expect to find a strong relationship
between prosodic prominence (either at the phonetic or phonological level) and the marking of
new referents in discourse. Building up on previous studies, we hypothesize that the prosodic
marking of accessible referents will be similar to that of new referents (de Ruiter, 2013). When
it comes to gesture marking, we hypothesize that more gestures will co-occur with new
referents as shown in Rohrer et al. (2021). Secondly, we hypothesize that non-referential cospeech gestures will collaborate with prosodic prominence in the marking of information status.
Finally, we hypothesize that there will be an increase over time of the multimodal strategies
used for the marking referent status and in its joint use in the marking of information status (de
Ruiter, 2013; Grünloh et al., 2014; Rohrer et al., 2022).

2.2.
2.2.1.

Study 2
Participants

A total of 120 Catalan-speaking preschool children (40 per age group, i.e., 3-4, 4-5, and 5-6)
will participate in Study 2. Children will be recruited from public schools in Catalonia.
Participants will be eligible for the study if they 1) have not been diagnosed with any language
pathology and 2) have Catalan as their dominant language. We will include an adult control
group of 10 Catalan-dominant participants, as previous research on adult speakers’ use of
gesture and prosody to mark focus types is still lacking. The study will be evaluated by the
Institutional Committee for Ethical Review of Projects at Universitat Pompeu Fabra to make
sure it follows legal and ethical standards.
2.2.2.

Materials and procedure

For data elicitation in Study 2 we will use an interactive game which was designed on the basis
of two tasks used in previous studies investigating children’s marking of IS, namely Thorson
& Morgan (2020) and Esteve-Gibert et al. (2020). A pilot study with a total of 5 children aged
between 5 and 6 years old was conducted with the train task and two previous tasks to elicit
focus types in children. A systematic comparison of the elicited target sentences revealed that
(a) the number of target elicited structures was around 11% higher in the train task than in the
two other tasks; (b) the number of body and head gestures was 13% higher in the train task as
compared to the other two tasks. We believe that this could be due to a more natural behavior
on the part of the children during the train task, which may be related with two factors that are
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absent in the other two tasks piloted. First, the fact that the train task has a format to which
young children are more accustomed and have a special interest in, i.e., to play with toys.
And second, the fact that children are in control of the game, as they can see all the elements
displayed (while the experimenter cannot) and manipulate them as part of the task.
The train task was designed as a game in which children are prompted by the experimenter
to help her fill in the wagons of a toy train with small objects making the luggage so that the
train can continue on an imaginary journey until its final destination. The child and the
experimenter are seated on the ground, facing each other. Between them there is the toy train
and several bags containing the target objects. Next to the experimenter there is a sound
recorder oriented towards the child. There are two cameras in the room filming its central area,
around which the child and the experimenter can move freely. Before the task, with the goal of
familiarizing child and experimenter, they both perform a series of short warm-up activities. In
the warm-up activities, participants must follow the experimenter in an imaginary journey
through the forest. During this journey, the experimenter will encourage the child to perform
certain activities such as crossing an imaginary bridge and a river, making sure there are no
“dangerous animals around”, and taking some “lost” objects from the ground. This journey will
take them to the “train station”, which introduces the train task in the game.
The experimental materials consist of cardboard stickers depicting everyday objects in
different colors (pieces of cloth, accessories, or objects of common use, such as a suitcase, a
towel etc.), which are contained in small cardboard bags. Each bag has an object depicted on
the outside which coincides with one of the objects contained inside. This depiction identifies
the object that has to be taken and placed inside one of the train’s wagons. According to the
explanations of the game, children have to get the experimenter to take the object that appeared
depicted outside the bag by providing an instruction. Children are expected to produce an
instruction such as the following: agafa la tovallola taronja, “take the orange towel”
(combination of determiner + noun + adjective). They will perform this action 12 times,
corresponding to 3 practice trials and 9 experimental trials. Then, the experimenter and child
will move the train to a different location in the room, which constitutes the next station in the
game’s logic, where they would repeat the process another 8 times. Every 8 trials, experimenter
and child would move the train to a different location. These breaks between trials are
introduced to add dynamism to the task and maintain children’s interest in the game.
The number and color of the objects in the bag changes subject to the experimental
condition. There are five experimental conditions: broad focus, contrastive focus phrase-final,
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contrastive focus non-phrase-final, corrective focus phrase-final, and corrective focus nonphrase-final. The factors of focus type and position of the focus element in the phrase are
crossed to eliminate potential effects of syllabic structure. For broad focus conditions only one
object is shown in the bag. For contrastive focus phrase-final, two items of the same type
contrasting only in color appear in the bag. For contrastive focus non-phrase-final, objects
contrasting only in type appear inside the bag. For corrective conditions, the experimenter
mistakenly takes the wrong object from the bag. In total, the experiment includes 25 trials (5
trials per condition) and lasts around 30 minutes.

Figure 3. Example toy train

Figure 4. Example target items

Figure 5. Example of items in contrastive condition
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2.2.3.

Data coding

The prosodic coding of the data is the same as in Study 1 (see 2.1.3.2.). We will code gesture
presence produced with the head, eyebrows, hands, and the upper part of the body. For the
categorization of gestures, we will follow Rohrer et al. (2020), a multimodal scheme for gesture
annotation already used for the coding of the database used in Study 1.
2.2.4.

Expected results

Following non-developmental literature on Catalan focus marking (Prieto, 2014), we first
expect contrastive and corrective focus to be more prominent that broad focus (at the phonetic
or phonological level). As in Esteve-Gibert et al. (2021), we hypothesize that more gestures
will be produced in the contrastive and corrective focus conditions than in the broad focus
condition. Secondly, as hypothesized for Study 1, we expect to find an interaction of both
multimodal cues for the marking of focus. Finally, we hypothesize that older children will make
more use of multimodal cues for focus marking than younger children. At the same time, we
expect older children to make more use of joint multimodal cues in the marking of focus, being
progressively closer to the adult-like patterns reported (e.g., Ferré, 2014).

2.3.

Study 3

2.3.1.

Participants

Participants in Study 3 are the same as in Study 2 (see 2.2.1. above).

2.3.2.
2.3.2.1.

Materials and procedure
Materials for (socio-)cognitive development evaluation

For the evaluation of socio-cognitive development we will use the NEPSY-II (Korkman et al.,
2014). This is an individually administered tool for the evaluation of 3- to 16-year-olds’
cognitive development. It assesses a broad set of neuropsychological domains, out of which
we will take attention and executive function, memory, and social perception as these are the
abilities generally claimed to be involved in CG understanding (Zimmerman, 2016).

2.3.2.2.

Materials for linguistic development evaluation: CELF preschool test

For the evaluation of language skills we will use the Clinical Evaluation of Language
Fundamentals: Preschool Second Edition or CELF Preschool-2, (Wiig et al., 2009). The CELF
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Preschool-2 is an individually-administered tool for the evaluation of language abilities and
language disorders in children aged from 3 to 6;11 years of age. It assesses both the receptive
and the expressive abilities in four language domains, namely grammar, phonology, semantics,
and pragmatics. For Study 3, we will only consider the domain of (receptive and productive)
grammar and semantics (lexicon).
2.3.3.

Expected results

In Study 3, following up on initial evidence coming from adult speech (Esteve-Gibert et al.,
2020) and the traditionally drawn relationship between IS and cognition (Zimmerann & Féry,
2010), we expect to find a positive correlation between the successful use of multimodal
language for focus marking in children and their (socio-)cognitive development. We, therefore,
expect children with better (socio-)cognitive abilities to use prosody and gesture more
successfully to mark IS.
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3.

Work plan
2020-2021

Study 1

Term 1

Term2

2021-2022
Term 3

Term 1

Term2

2022-2023
Term 3

Term 1

Term2

2023-2024
Term 3

Term 1

Term2

2024-2025
Term 3

Term 1

Term2

Term 3

Data coding
Data analysis
Article writing

Study 2

Pilot of study
Data collection
Data coding
Data analysis

Study 3

Article writing
Data collection
Data analysis
Article writing

PhD thesis

PhD design
PhD Plan writing
Defense PhD plan
Writing PhD thesis
Defense PhD thesis

Research stay4

4

During the academic year 2023/2024, a 3-month research stay is being planned at the Language acquisition, processing and disorders group, at University of Utrecht with
Dr. Aoju Chen. However, the exact months have not yet been decided upon.
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5.

Appendix
Rubric used for assessing prosodic quality and fluency
1
Expression
/ Volume

Smoothness

Speaks in an
expressionless
manner using a
quiet voice
constantly.

Choppy speech:
CONSTANTLY
hesitates, makes
non-functional
pauses, speech
errors and selfcorrections.

2

3

4

Speaks MOSTLY
in an
expressionless
manner and in a
quiet voice.

Speaks
expressively and
occasionally in an
expressionless
manner
throughout, but not
with a stable
volume.

Speaks
expressively
and
varying
volume
to
convey
meaning.

Speaks with
SEVERAL
hesitations, nonfunctional pauses
or speech errors
and selfcorrections.

Speaks with
OCCASIONAL
hesitations, nonfunctional pauses
or speech errors
and selfcorrections.

Fluent speech:
GENERALLY
no hesitations,
NO nonfunctional
pauses or
speech errors
and selfcorrections

Adapted from the Comprehensive Oral Reading Fluency Scale (CORFS) (Rasinski 2004).
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